Archery Solutions, LLC
3-D General Range Rules
As of December 31, 2014

1. General 3-D range rules apply unless other specific event rules are more
restrictive, then the more restrictive event rules will govern activities.
2. Only target tips are allowed on the 3D range targets. All other tips
including broadheads are prohibited. Broadheads may be used in the
broadhead targets only. Broadhead target use has special pricing.
3. No shooting allowed without a Range Safety Officer (RSO) present.
4. If you are not shooting, then you must stay at least 10 feet behind the
shooting line (considered the waiting area) until RSO indicates the range
is clear and allows non-shooters to advance forward of this position.
5. Do not move forward of shooting line until an RSO indicates range is
clear. Then you may proceed to score and gather arrows.
6. DO NOT shoot arrows while people are retrieving arrows in front of
you. The RSO will announce when it is safe to shoot.
7. Shoot a maximum of two arrows per target.
8. Do not nock arrow until the RSO indicates it is safe to shoot and your
shooting path is clear.
9. If you drop an arrow forward of the shooting line, leave it on the ground
until RSO indicates it is safe to retrieve arrows.
10. Limit group size to no more than 5 archers per line.
11. No alcoholic beverages or any impaired persons allowed on the
property.
12. No firearms or paintball guns allowed for use on property.
13. No crossbows allowed during events unless specifically approved. No
crossbows allowed unless designated crossbow targets are available.
14. No BB guns allowed for use on the archery targets.
15. No sky drawing of bow. Be sure that your bow points generally toward
the downrange target or backstop material instead of the walls above the
target as you draw your bow. If your arrow hits anything other than the
target or backstop material, you will be responsible for the cost of
repairs.
16. Please pick up trash and leave the course better than you found it!
*You will be subject to a $100 fine if caught shooting broadheads at anything other
than designated broadhead targets. More than one fine may result in your loss of
future use of this facility.

